A previous pseudopotential total-energy calculation on bcc copper revealed a structural metastability in the form of a double-well total-energy curve with two local minima (at 6% compression and 7% dilation relative to the observed equilibrium volume of the fcc structure), separated by a barrier. This was explained in terms of a symmetry breaking in the nonspherical components of the valence-electron charge density upon volume change. Our present all-electron calculation shows no such metastability; analysis of the response of the valence-electron charge density to volume deformations indeed shows no cause for such a metastability.
I. INTRODUCTION Kang, Tartar, Mele, and Soven' (KTMS) developed a mixed-basis approach to the band-structure problem in which the wave function is expanded in plane waves plus a set of nonoverlapping (numerically integrated) radial atomic orbitals. Unlike an earlier mixed-basis approach, they used a pseudopotential to replace the all-electron potential. As a test case, they applied the new method to calculate the electronic properties of face-centered-cubic (fcc) and body-centered-cubic (bcc) copper. Their calculated total-energy curves, obtained by extending the convergence parameter of the method so that a nominal stability of 0.01 mRy is obtained, is shown in Fig. 1 . ' . , a which we add a spin-polarization energy' of -0.27 eV.
With these convergence parameters, the cohesive energy is converged to about 0.5 mRy.
III. RESULTS
Our calculated total-energy curves [ Table I (Refs.
14 -16) and Fig. 1 Fig. 3 by the straight dashed lines), depositing it in "nonbonding" regions between atoms. (iii) pNs(r) is localized near the atomic sites, and, hence, encompasses but a small fraction of the unit-cell volume. The obvious differences in pNs of bcc and fcc Cu at their equilibrium volumes is that the bcc structure has larger nonspherical components than the fcc structure, and that these are difFerently oriented (reflecting differences in the coordination number: 12 for fcc and 8 for bcc). Since the lattice harmonics Kl(r) are common to the fcc and bcc lattices, these difference, reflect, by necessity, different radial weights p&(~r~) for the various angular momenta (bcc copper has a larger pI =4 than fcc copper).
To assess the deformational properties of the nonspherical charge densities, we show in Figs. 3(c) We see that other than this change in the interstitial charge density, compression has Contour steps are 40X 10 ' e/a. u. ' in (a) and (b) and 5X 10 ' e/a. u. ' in (c) and (d). In (a) and (b) To amplify the visual effect of the response of the nonspherical charge to compression, we show in Fig. 4 Fig. 4(a) , plotted along the [110] direction] and bcc [ Fig. 4(b) (Table II) show that the nonspherical pieces have but a negligible effect on the total energies (unchanged to within 1.4 meV) or on the structural energies Eb"Et"(48. 8 -meV retaining pNs, 49.9 meV without it). The calculated lattice constants and bulk moduli are practically the same as those obtained by retaining the full charge density. This is consistent with the success of band-structure methods which assume pNs=0 inside the MT spheres in correctly reproducing structural energies in close-packed metals.
The double-well metastability found by KTMS in bcc Cu [ Fig. 1(a) Cu at a, "z, =3.610 A), and by 63.9 meV at a=5.389 A (a cell volume which is still 60% larger than the equilibrium fcc volume). As in fcc and bcc Cu, volume compression enhances the nonspherical charge density and its contribution to the total energy. Figure 5 depicts the total
